TAP SYSTEM
TEMPORARY ACCESS PIN SYSTEM (TAP)
A NEW SYSTEM TO ALLOW ACCESS IN ADVANCE FOR EXPECTED VISITORS
The new TAP system for expected visitors will allow you to plan access for them in advance and will
ease traffic flow at the gate.

Main Gate TAP Cell Number : 071-686-6945
HOW DOES IT WORK?
A resident sends an SMS to the TAP server 071 686 6945 cell number as follows:
TAP number of guests for example five guests will be the number 5 entered i.e. TAP

5

(Hint: save the TAP cell number 071 686 6945 as Nature TAP on your cell contacts for easy
reference).
The resident will receive a reply SMS from the system within a few seconds as follows:
“Meyersdal Nature: The temporary pin for Entry is aaaaa and Exit is bbbbb. Valid for 5 tries"
This SMS can be forwarded by you to each guest. There is a PIN for gaining access at the gate and a
PIN for exiting the gate. The numbers received are the two PINS needed for entry and exit.
When the guests arrive, they enter the 5 digit TAP into the visitors entrance keypad, the boom opens
and access is gained. When leaving, the guests enter the 5 digit TAP into the visitors exit keypad and
the boom opens allowing the visitor to exit. After all 5 guests have used their TAPs, the TAPs expire.
It is important to note that the system has been set so that TAPs also expire at midnight every day.
This is purely a precautionary security setting. Should your guests depart after midnight they will
require new TAP PINS to exit.
Every TAP is unique and a close audit trial is kept of who requests TAPs and when the TAPs were
used. TAPs are always 5 digits long hence the entire 5 digit TAP must be used even if the TAP
contains leading zeros i.e :00123 is not the same as 123.
WHO CAN USE THE TAP SYSTEM
The TAP system is only available for use by residents living in the estate. Once you take occupation
of your house the TAP system will be updated with your contact cell numbers. If you do not live on the
estate you will not be able to access the TAP system.
For security access reasons the TAP system is limited for use only by the resident-owner’s contact
number/s. For example, your domestic or a child will not be able to request a TAP access code from
their cell phones.

